Professional, Reliable, Affordable

Welcome to Ultimate Valet Essex, providers of high quality car valeting services throughout
Billericay, Brentwood, Buckhurst Hill, Chigwell, Epping, Loughton, Essex and surrounding
areas.
Established early this year we have built an enviable reputation for solving the car care
problems of our large customer base.
Offering a mobile car valeting service, that delivers results which are second to none on
your doorstep. If you are passionate about your car we will be delighted to assist you in
maintaining it in superb condition.

Why car valeting services with Ultimate Valet Essex?
After your house, your car is probably the second biggest investment you will ever make. So
doesn't it make sense to look after your investment? If you buy any car price guide, you will
see that the difference in price between a car in poor condition and a car in excellent
condition can run in to thousands of pounds.
Valet services, and regular valeting can help keep your car in excellent condition. Valeting is
not an expense, it's an investment. Prevention is better than cure. We can offer a wide
range of services to repair and rectify problems, but it's far better to come and see us first
and avoid some of those problems altogether. When you have bought your new car, bring it
to Ultimate Valet Essex and we can offer you a range of services which can help protect and
maintain.

A good quality sealant protects your paintwork and keeps your car looking younger for
longer. It prevents your car from fading and going dull, and even offers some protection
against stone chips and scratches. Your paintwork isn't there just to look pretty. Paintwork
protects your cars bodywork from rust. So it makes sense to protect this paintwork with a
paint sealant and even protect the sealant with a good quality wax. Not only will this
protect your car from corrosion, it will leave your car as shiny as glass so the rain and dirt
just slides off, making it easier to keep clean. Doesn't it make sense to do this from the very
beginning? Not only are our paint sealants up to 50% cheaper than dealership prices, but
you can make further savings by taking advantage of our regular special offers.

Frequently asked Questions
We are happy to answer any questions you may have on car cleaning and valeting. Please
review some of the more frequently asked questions of our valeters.
Q. Do I need to be present whilst you valet my vehicle?
A. No you do not need to be present. We conveniently valet your vehicle whilst at work or
home. We just require your keys and monies to be left at reception (if at work). Ultimate
Valet payment terms require monies to be left at reception with the vehicle keys, (payment
collected upon completion of the vehicle and return of the keys).
Q. What if it rains?
A. If it rains or other adverse weather conditions prevent your valet being carried out,
Ultimate Valet will contact you to advise and to re-arrange for another suitable time.

Q. How long will it take?
A. It depends on the level of service chosen. An exterior clean approx 40 minutes, and up to
4 hours for the Ultimate Valet. You will always be advised prior to commencement on the
vehicle.
Q. Why do you only use Autoglym cleaning products?
A. Because – At Ultimate Valet we believe in only using the best products for your car. In
this instance after analysing the marketplace of what car products were available and more
importantly which products would be safe to use on your vehicle it was decided
unanimously that Autoglym products were the best in giving the high outstanding results
that we as a company adhere to at all times. Autoglym’s standing in the marketplace is also
unparalleled. They have 3 royal warrants which equally puts them head and shoulders
above the other car products market.
Q. How do you protect wheels from brake dust?
A. Alloy Wheel Seal - it is impossible to prevent brake dust from accumulating but this
product will inhibit and make the dust easier to remove.
Q. I park under trees and my car is covered with sap. Is this harmful, and how do I remove
it?
A. Tree sap embeds itself into your car paintwork and leaves an uneven finish and can even
burn the bodywork. It may be possible to polish out but it is more likely that it will need
more drastic action involving use of our strong chemicals. This is best carried out by
ourselves at Ultimate Valet.
Q. Is engine and engine bay cleaning harmful?
A. No, providing the Engine Management System is covered up and any other vulnerable
parts. Modern cars tend to have the engine management system concealed in the
dashboard. This means that no water goes near this part of the engine. Also this is why we
do not use any steam cleaning techniques on any part of the car.
Q. My paintwork has lost its shine. Can I get the shine back?
A. Yes we will use a product that will restore the paintwork as near to its original colour if
not totally back to new. This depends on how far the fading has gone ie years of neglect.
Q. Do you use T-Cut for paintwork restoration?
A. No we use a paint restorer however this would be the last possible action we would take
as there is a product we can use that will restore as above.

We look forward to hearing from you
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